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T H E  W O R L D

O F  P A S C H E N

B I B L I O T H E K E N
ORIGINAL PASCHEN BIBLIO-
THEK in a contemporary sty-
le. It really is our "original
library" on which all our
other ranges are based. All
the components are slightly
rounded.

ORIGINAL PASCHEN VOLL-
HOLZ BIBLIOTHEK. The best
you can get today. Again the
components are rounded,
yet a little less so than in
the Original Paschen Biblio-
thek.

PASCHEN SUPER QUANTUM
BIBLIOTHEK in a modern,
international style. The 
components, side-panels,
shelves and all other com-
ponents are right-angled.

PASCHEN CLASSIC BIBLIO-
THEK. The Paschen Classic
Bibliothek differs greatly
from the other libraries. The
style elements are a return
to classicism.

BIBLIOTHEK No5. The Biblio-
thek No5 is based on the
creative principles of Bau-
haus design: 7 cm thick
side-panels and shelves, a
simple form and timeless
design.

ORIGINAL PASCHEN BIBLIOTHEK PASCHEN VOLLHOLZ BIBLIOTHEK
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We can be pleased about thousands of keen readers buying our Paschen
libraries and so confirming our belief that books, like in former times, ought
to be kept in a manner suited to their material and ideal value. Books  stak-
ked up in mountains on tables, cupboards and chairs or even on the ground
do not make a library; they only do so when they all are arranged sensibly
in a beautiful bookcase. For our own enjoyment, when we want to sit down
and occupy ourselves with our printed friends.
Our "way of living" has always been subject to great changes so today libra-
ries look different from what they did in the past. Simply because our book
collections are to be found in the midst of our homes today and not only,
as was the case in the past, in special rooms. You will find libraries today
in places where the family meets, where we spend our leisure time in the
home and where we play host to friends. So the library fulfils all our other
requirements of a home, even if the books do play the leading role. So 
collections of all kinds, the TV and our hi-fi gear, records and CDs, and even
porcelain and glasses find a suitable place.

PASCHEN CLASSIC BIBLIOTHEK 

PASCHEN SUPER QUANTUM BIBLIOTHEK BIBLIOTHEK No5



12 years ago now the ORIGINAL PASCHEN BIBLIOTHEK was the first to bear the name "Bibliothek". It has become the
quintessence of "living with books". It has also given many thousands of bookworms a suitable place for their printed
friends and is our original "Bibliothek", which was the basis for all our later libraries that are presented in this booklet.

T H E  O R I G I N A L .  I N I T I A T O R  O F  A  N E W  F U R N I S H I N G  I D E A .
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This library has most respectable
dimensions. With a width of 6 m and
a height of 3.60 m it is just made for
high rooms. There is space for 1,500
books - not everyone has so many,
but this home is not so out of the
ordinary. There are enough collectors
who will smile at this number.

1

True, not all entrance halls are as
wide as the one shown here. But the-
re are some exciting ways of furnis-
hing more slender hallways, too, for
an entrance hall can be more than
just a passage. Here the flat library
that is only 16 cm deep is just the
job. Consider for a moment if a wall
with a window would make a suitable
base for a library.

2

This beautiful library is in moss
green lacquer, the elegant "Safira"
Cherrywood doors with crossbars
have integrated black stained slats.
Some of the treasures are kept
behind glass away from the dust. 
Approx. 310 cm wide.

4

A library, ceiling-high, for a hi-fi
freak. With professional gear, loud-
speakers and all the rest. 
Approx. 385 x 333 cm wide.

3

3

4

21



Apart from the illustrated wood and
lacquer versions, the ORIGINAL
PASCHEN BIBLIOTHEK also comes in
many other colours (see pages 26/27).
The tables shown in illustrations 1 and
3 are also from the Paschen Bibliothek
collection. Your furniture dealer will be
pleased to advise you about the ver-
sions.

Friendly and extremely practical.
Smooth white lacquer with solid
beech. Here the range shows just
what it is capable of. The photograp-
her with a preference for monochro-
me photography has equipped 
himself with lots of working surfaces.
His books, the camera collection and
his black and white photos create a
unique atmosphere.

1

Here a large room is split by a
"room divider" without losing any of
its magnanimity. A wide passage and
glass doors partly mounted on both
sides create some transparency. If
you want to display books showing
their titles from both sides, you choo-
se the 40 cm deep units. Maple ver-
sion, frames of glass doors in vanilla
colour lacquer.

3

Tea is just being served, for this is
typically British. Some of the books
are kept neatly behind glass and the
conservatory, fortunately not one 
of the customary "greenhouses", 
provides lots of space under the 
windows. Maple rosewood colour
stained version.

2

3

1

2
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Each library unique! As you have probably already noticed, we can fit out your library with doors in a number of very 
different styles. Every order we receive represents an individual selection of modules: height, width, depth, the choice
and order of the component elements and the choice of wood or lacquer surfaces mean there is a countless number of
possible results. And on top of that there is a wide choice of doors. That means that each of our library arrangements
is unique.

L I B R A R I E S  A R E  A L W A Y S  A N  I N D I V I D U A L  S O L U T I O N .



1
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If you decide to buy an Original Paschen Vollholz Bibliothek, you can expect to
get something really out of the ordinary in which you will take pleasure for years
to come. Solid wood in all its beauty is certainly the quintessence of quality and
solidness in accordance with old carpentry traditions. Fine, natural raw materi-
als and construction techniques that suit solid wood for all the bookshelf and front
elements are typical of the ORIGINAL PASCHEN VOLLHOLZ BIBLIOTHEK. The joints
are based on the traditional art of furniture carpentry. The units are all extremely
stable as a result of these quality techniques in workmanship. The fine surface
finishes are fitting of the high-quality materials used to make the triple-layer
boards. Together with our lacquering and varnishing partners, we have develo-
ped a procedure that brings wonderful results, similar to that of the ammonia 
surface coatings of former times. In our factories the varnishing and lacquering
procedures are done entirely by hand.

Gentle brown shades and earthy colours give this library a most
harmonious overall appearance - the right ambience for culture and
art from the African continent. A little of the "ethno feeling" and very
homely. This library version is oak, hand stained in the colour 
shade Havana. Approx. 328/324 cm wide.

1

If you have given yourself up to the fascination of books and are
continually increasing your treasures, you are sure to run out of
space some time. In planning you have to consider being able to
extend your library at a later date. The Original Paschen Vollholz
Bibliothek will be around for a long time to come so you can
always enhance your library like in this illustrated unit fitted part-
ly beneath a window. The big, flat drawers are especially suitable
for reproductions or land and sea maps. Approx. 363/324 cm wide.

2

In this combination you can easily see that the arrangement has
four different depths in all (16.9/26.5/31.3 and 43.3 cm). It is our
lightest oak shade, which we call "flax". It is created using a wafer-
thin glossy varnish. The chest of drawers in the centre is extreme-
ly decorative and helps you tidy up all those odds and ends. 
Approx. 392 cm wide.

3

If you have lots of books and love them all, like most book-
worms, you'll reach your limits at some time and have to move to
another room. Here it's a spacious entrance hall that has been
used to extend the home library. Even if the hall is smaller and 
narrower, there is usually still enough space for a 16 cm deep
bookshelf where you can put books the size of paperbacks and
novels. Fine stained China red version. 
Approx. 335/388 cm wide.

4

3

2

4



1
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4

In a house where the owners love books there are hardly any
rooms where you won't find any. So every corner, every space under
the stairs, sloping ceilings and of course passages and hallway are
exploited, like in our illustration.

1

These wonderful doors definitely show off the varnish and 
lacquers to best effect.
2

Library in solid beech wood with sliding bookshelf and the 
Tonda frame front. Approx. 355 cm wide.
3

The appearance of this Paschen Bibliothek is very traditional.
This is due both to the frame doors with the cross at the top as well
as the "flattened" panels in the doors below and the "concave" 
cornice. Approx 354 cm wide.

4

S O L I D  W O O D .  
T H E  B E S T  Y O U  C A N  G E T  T O D A Y .

Illustrations 3 and 4: solid beech. Here we use a different procedure than for the
other solid wood versions. The beech is glued together out of 4 cm wide strips,
where the so-called head ends have a "tongue and groove" joint. These boards
are also of high quality, though we use the term beech "through and through".
Just as all other woods have their specific surface treatment, the beech is also
given a special coating. We treat it with a shellac primer and a natural oil 
coating.

The centre layer of the solid wooden
elements consists of 4.5 cm wide
coniferous wood strips that have
been glued together to form a board.

The covering layers consist of high-
grade, carefully selected fine woods
like European maple, oak or cherry
and are approx. 4.5 mm thick.



Here we present our Super Quantum Bibliothek. It is, as we say today, "design oriented" and embodies consistent, prag-
matical, international design. This year it has been enhanced by many components for your individual planning. It is 
irrefutable that a spacious library, like the one shown above, has a decisive effect on the interior architecture of a room.
Its dimensions alone will ensure this. But building with "components" from the Super Quantum Bibliothek can be much
more than just a way of accommodating books, albums or paperbacks, as you can well see. With the Super Quantum
Bibliothek you can create some quite unique worlds. Living with books would be the main heading, but also living life to
the full with all its facets.

S U P E R  Q U A N T U M  D E S I G N .  L I V I N G  W I T H  B O O K S  A N D  M O R E .
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A Super Quantum Bibliothek for
many thousands of books. Over
seven metres wide and three
metres high, it stands here as an
example of how you can create 
individual arrangements. The 
version is natural Cherrywood. 
The ladder illustrated is also from
the Quantum range.

1

Bookcases or "flap compart-
ment doors" that are flipped up 
and pushed in are, as the name
suggests, of British origin. We put
valuable books or collector's items
in bookcases to protect them
against dust. Under the bookcase
there is a unit with a blind on an
intermediate shelf as a secretaire
unit. This little library in
maple/smooth Japan red lacquer is
approx. 194 cm wide.

3

It is quite simple to combine a
library with a place to work. If a
shelf depth of 21 or 26 cm is suffi-
cient to accommodate "normal"
books, depths of 31 and 41 cm are
more sensible for folders, large
albums or exhibits. This working
library with sliding glass doors 
proves that it is also possible to
arrange two depths on top of one
another. Version in maple/smooth
white lacquer.

2

1

3

2



We have solved many problems of space with the 
sliding shelves that allow you to place two rows of books
behind one another. These sliding shelves have CD
compartments in the middle. Cherrywood/smooth 
white lacquer version, plan as you like.

3

A library typical of the Quantum System: various
heights, open shelves, books behind glass and storage
space in drawers. The overall height of 288.9 cm is also
impressive. A 3-raster level shelf base with books behind
sliding glass adjoins the beautiful ceiling-high library in
an "L" shape. The TV set stands here in a 70 mm thick
frame and is integrated harmoniously in the overall 
picture. Plan as you like in maple/platinum anthracite
smooth lacquer and Japan red.

2

Bookworms need storage space too. The 70 x 70 cm
doors with transverse veneer in a Bauhaus design have
a light open-pored oak varnish and a matt lacquer 
coating. They open simply by pressing lightly on the 
surface. In contrast to the "normal" library hinge doors,
the square design doors rest in front of the shelves.
They almost cover the shelves and side-panels and form
a large surface, divided by clear joints, just like a
modern work of art.

4

Sliding bookshelf elements are a clever and deco-
rative way of accommodating lots more books in a small
space. In the SUPER QUANTUM BIBLIOTHEK all the
books are "in the front row". Approx. 267 cm wide.

1

1

3

4

T H E  I N D I V I D U A L I T Y  O F  A         
S U P E R  Q U A N T U M  B I B L I O T H E K .
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In flats in older buildings or renovated lofts you will often find the most adventurous room shapes. Niches, chimneys,
protruding or sloping walls and extra high rooms all present professional interior architects with many a furnishing 
problem. But we can help you out. Fitting a Super Quantum Bibliothek here may require a little thoughtful planning, but
it is fairly easy to put into practice. There are 9 standard raster levels and 7 depths to begin with. And we also provide
you with lots of ways of making up your own individual sizes for the components, cover panelling and specially shaped
shelves. Your dealer will be pleased to give you the information you need.

T H E  C L A S S  O F  T H E  S Y S T E M  L I E S  I N  I T S  F L E X I B I L I T Y .
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In this library two raster high 
shelves with aluminium glass-framed
sliding doors have been placed 
between ceiling-high shelves like a
separate intermediate unit. They 
split up the spacious library unit and 
create room for pictures and 
accessories. The bookshelves placed
on top of one another to the left 
of the unit are a further speciality.
The version is wenge coloured oak.
The TV unit and the coffee table are
also from the Quantum range.

1

This little library in yew coloured
maple with its collector's items, 
souvenirs and the odd work of art
makes up a sensorial and poetic 
place. Approx. 388 cm wide.

2

The horizontal band of glass
doors is extremely attractive in the
central of the three raster levels. 
It protects the most valuable books
and the little collection against dust.
These doors run on "twin rails" across
one another. Alpina white smooth lac-
quer version, approx. 384 cm wide.

3

1 2

3
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3

An arrangement with an outside
and an inside corner, Old Cherrywood
stained maple, 296.5 x 268.5 x
259.9 cm wide, 247.2 cm high,
33.4/43.0 cm (TV 52.6 cm) deep.

1

A fitted hallway unit with some
small library elements and wall 
panelling. 
Oak hemp, 108.9/114.8 cm wide,
247.2 cm high, 23.8 cm deep.

2

The desk has three drawers.
Mahogany coloured maple version.
Size 160 x 90 cm.

5

The dining table in natural maple
is 160 x 90 cm in size.
4

The sideboard in oak flax is 
189.4 cm wide, 82.3 cm high and
47.6 cm deep.

6

The highboard in oak hemp is
189.4 cm wide, 99.8 cm high and
47.6 cm deep.

7

A compact library consisting of
65 cm wide elements, Mahogany
colour stained maple, 363.0 cm
wide, 247.2 cm high, 23.8 cm deep.

3

F O R  L O V E R S  O F  C L A S S I C  F U R N I T U R E .

Again and again we return to forms and design
elements that existed 3,000 years ago and
which have from time to time been rediscove-
red, forgotten, and discovered again in modern
times. They were invented by those absolute
aesthetes: the ancient Greeks - as we said,
around 3,000 years ago! The Paschen Classic
Bibliothek recalls in its design the furniture art
of "Vienna Classicism", which established itself
in European countries in the period from 1790
to about 1830. Its model was the classical
architecture of Ancient Greece. A strict archi-
tectural division of decorative elements and
the main units was characteristic of this 
classical furniture style. Simple geometric
forms, symmetry and the setting apart of 
friezes, plinths, columns and pillars are 
typical design features.



For the Paschen Classic Bibliothek we offer you a choice of our own specially developed
colours with a brushed lacquer effect. This kind of surface treatment has an old tradition
and is done entirely by hand. The resulting irregularities caused by smoothing the colours
with the correct type of brush are what make for the charm of this beautiful version. High-
gloss polished lacquer surfaces also always had a special place in furniture culture. For
the Classic Bibliothek we provide three different high-gloss lacquers: Alpina white, light
sand and Aegean/sea green.

Is it a yearning for a lost paradise? For romanticism and peace, which lie deep in our
consciousness and which we seek in former, long forgotten times? The kind of peace
we miss so much today? The unconscious yearning for this time must be the reason
why the Classic Bibliothek has won over the hearts of so many bookworms. We hope
that you manage to find the time for reading and relaxing when maybe one day a
Classic Bibliothek stands in your home.

1

Library with panelling elements
in Pistachio 2/"C", 283.2 cm wide,
247.2 cm high, 33.4 cm deep. Side-
board in Sand brushed lacquer.

2

Book cupboard in mahogany
coloured maple, 148.6 cm wide
including protruding cornice, 205.6
cm high and 33 cm deep.

3

Book cabinet in yew coloured
maple, 148.6 cm wide incl. protru-
ding cornice, 205.6 cm high, 33
cm deep.

4

Book cabinet in mahogany
coloured maple, 107.6 cm wide
including protruding cornice, 205.6
cm high and 33 cm deep.

5

A library in columns with 60 cm
wide glass-frame doors, made in
pigeon blue-grey brushed lacquer,
419.0 cm wide, 228.0 cm high,
33.4 cm deep.

1
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We are now experiencing probably the most exciting period in our company's history. In the 120 years of our existence
we have specialized in a number of products: it all began in Hamburg, where high-quality luxury cigar presentation boxes
were manufactured up until the 2nd World War. After the war we first had the so-called living-room wardrobes. For 14
years now we have been specializing in one theme: designing libraries and putting ourselves in the position of the true
"bookworm", manufacturing them in high quality and finally, as you can see here, presenting them. This has become our
vocation, indeed our passion. In the meantime the expression "Bibliothek" has become a well-known term in the 
furniture world due to the work of ourselves and our partners and forms the basis of our success. Until now we had 
4 different library systems in all, as you were able to see. We would now like to present our fifth one: the BIBLIOTHEK
No5. An innovation in the year 2003.

T H E  P A S C H E N  B I B L I O T H E K  N O 5 .  N E W  A E S T H E T I C S .
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Everyone thinks of himself in terms of a particular
colour, be it consciously or subconsciously. There are
the so-called primary colours of blue, yellow, red or
green but also contemporary colours that are an expres-
sion of our time. We link the Bibliothek No5 with certain
colours or even "non-colours" like black, white or grey.
That's why we have included smooth lacquer colours in
our assortment that best correspond to the character of
the furniture. If you should belong to a different "colour
category", just ask us!

2

Fantastic dimensions - library design of a different
kind. The 7 cm thick side-panels and shelves of the
Bibliothek No5 are the primary design feature when 
you are thinking of putting together your library. You 
will soon realise that the character of the unit alters 
considerably depending on the use of wide or narrow
shelves. In the Bibliothek No5 you are more liable to use
wider shelves or writing surfaces. The stress on the 
horizontal thus achieved has quite extraordinary 
creative appeal. Another side effect is that you 
can create some very wide library units with few 
components. The library in smooth white lacquer is
about 542 cm wide and over 350 cm high.

1

The "purest form" of a library is a library without any
drawers or doors at all. This applies especially to the
Bibliothek No5. But there are still lots of odds and ends
that have to be put away in drawers or valuable acces-
sories that are best kept behind doors. If you include
doors and drawers, we recommend you use them 
sparingly, like in the example illustrated here. In this
case the linear arrangement of the drawers underlines
the stretched bookshelf design. Oak flax/smooth white
lacquer version. 
Approx. 388 cm wide, 167 cm high.

3

A ladder is of course an integral part of any ceiling-
high library. This is our specially developed ladder for
the Bibliothek No5.

4

1 2

3

4



We have called this library arrangement
"black & white". It was presented for the first
time at the Cologne Furniture Fair and is 
characteristic of the whole system. "Simple
smooth lacquer colours" and a reduction to the
essential, accommodating books. The library is
approx. 455 cm wide. The bookshelf is 164 cm
wide.

1

If a room is to be split up into different 
areas, a room divider unit is just the job. As
presented in this illustration with ceiling-high
elements in Japan red smooth lacquer. The
accompanying bookshelf in highboard height
was also created from bookshelf units in the
colour combination of platinum anthracite and
Japan red. Shelf widths approx. 325 cm and
350 cm.

2

Bibliothek No5 for professionals. The room
and furniture architecture enliven the spirit. A
place where people work professionally, 
where creativity is the standard for being 
successful. Even if the Bibliothek No5 in this
illustration does more than just accommodate
books, it still remains true to its original pur-
pose. For many years now Paschen has dedi-
cated itself diligently to "living with books".
Architectural arrangements that have to be
extremely precise in their dimensions for per-
fect fitting and converting are the almost 
inevitable result. The Paschen Bibliothek No5
provides some practical solutions here.
Smooth white lacquer version. Bookshelf width
approx. 478 cm. The table is also taken from
the range.

3

For reasons of design we have limited 
ourselves to a small number of components to
accommodate your home media units in the
Bibliothek No5. So there are 45 cm deep shel-
ves and 60 cm deep secretaire/TV boards in
widths of 41/82/120 and 150 cm. 
If required, they can extend over the entire
width of the library. Separate or integrated 
benches are also well suited to this purpose.
Version of wall bookshelf unit and sideboard:
platinum anthracite/pale grey. U-shaped 
frame of TV unit in Japan red. Shelf width
approx. 410 cm. Sideboard width approx. 
216 cm.

4

1

2

4

3
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Every Paschen Bibliothek No5 will be unique in its kind because the Paschen Bibliothek
No5 range system is based on individuality. The simplest arrangement is the straightfor-
ward library unit with shelves and side-panels. Depending on its size, there is more or less
space between it and the ceiling and at the sides. Special-sized products can be fitted 
exactly, which gives you a better architectural result. And you can build units above and
around windows, doors or radiators. But a sensible arrangement also means more it will
be of more use, i.e. storage shelves, writing surfaces, drawers or doors. Even the TV set
or hi-fi units have to go somewhere. If they are integrated in the library, we can provide
some practical solutions here, too.

Q U A L I T Y  I N T E R I O R  A R C H I T E C T U R E .



Alpina weiß Arctic Lichtgrau Aluminium Hellgrau Platinanthrazit Graphit

Champagner Pergament Heller Sand Vanille Praya

Ägäis/Seegrün Schilf Pistazie 3 Pistazie 2/“C“ Pistazie 1 Moosgrün

Mint Taubenblaugrau Kobaltblau Bauhausblau

Buche Ahorn Erle

Eiche hell Eiche Flachs Eiche Hanf Eiche Havanna Eiche wengefarbig Eiche chinarot

Anigré kirschbaumfbg. Kirschbaum natur Ahorn nußbaumfarbig Ahorn mahagonifarbig Buche Brasil Esche schwarz

Ahorn rüsterfarbig Ahorn eibefarbig Ahorn birnbaumfarbig Ahorn Rosenholz Ahorn silbergrau

O R I G I N A L  P A S C H E N  B I B L I O T H E K ,  P A S C H E N  S U P E R  Q U A N T U M  B I B L I O T H E K ,  B I B L I O T H E K  N O 5

Fine wood veneer

Lichtgelb Neapelgelb Sonnengelb Bauhausgelb

Orange Rotorange Orientrot Englisch rot Echt rot Japanrot Bauhausrot

Smooth lacquers/pigmented lacquers

The woods and colours illustrated can only give an approximate idea of the 
true lacquer and wood colours. Ask your dealer to show you the original colours.

● Available lacquer and wood versions.
● Pigmented lacquer on genuine ash wood, only Original Paschen Bibliothek.

The colour lacquers illustrated here are our standard assortment. Versions available
for the Original Paschen Bibliothek, Paschen Super Quantum Bibliothek and
Bibliothek No5 ranges can be found in the adjacent table. If required we can produ-
ce smooth lacquers or lacquers on a wood veneer to meet your individual colour
details. Lacquer colours - the spectrum of our possible combinations. We produce all
our lacquer surfaces in two versions with quite a different character. 1. Silk-matt

smooth lacquers, probably the most elegant type of furniture surface. 2. Pigmented
lacquer on genuine ash wood, recognizable by the wood pores (only for the Original
Paschen Bibliothek). You can combine the large selection of full or pastel colours
with one another or together with genuine wood veneers. For tone-in-tone lacquer
combinations (pistachio) we recommend combining the darkest tone (1) with the
lightest (3) in each case.
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P A S C H E N  C L A S S I C  B I B L I O T H E K

Front und Korpus
Ahorn

Front und Korpus
Ahorn mahagonifbg.

Front und Korpus
Ahorn eibefarbig

Front und Korpus
Eiche Flachs

Front und Korpus
Eiche Hanf

Front und Korpus
Eiche Havanna

Front Eiche 
weiß gekälkt, 
Korpus Flachs

Front Ahorn, Kirsch -
baum alt gebeizt,
Korpus Anigré

Genuine stained wood

Silk-matt smooth lacquer

Alpina weiß Champagner Heller Sand Vanille

Ägäis/Seegrün Schilf Pistazie 3 Pistazie 2/“C“

Pistazie 1 Moosgrün Taubenblaugrau Kobaltblau

O R I G I N A L  P A S C H E N  V O L L H O L Z  B I B L I O T H E K

Ahorn hell Kirschbaum englisch Eiche Flachs

Eiche Hanf Eiche Havanna,
Handbeizung

Eiche chinarot Buche massiv

Solid wood

Brushed lacquer effect hand lacquered

High-gloss polished lacquer

Front Strichlackeffekt
seegrün

Front Strichlack-
effekt Schilf

Front Strichlack-
effekt Pistazie „C“

Front Strichlackeffekt
taubenblaugrau

Front Strichlackeffekt
heller Sand

Alpina weiß Heller Sand Ägäis

● ● ● ●

● ● ● ●

● ● ● ●

● ● ● ●

● ● ● ●

● ● ● ●

● ● ● ●

● ● ●

● ● ●

● ● ●

● ● ●

● ● ● ●

● ● ● ●

● ● ●

● ● ● ●

● ●

● ● ● ●

● ● ● ●

● ● ● ●

● ● ●

● ● ● ●

● ● ● ●

● ●

● ● ● ●

● ● ●

● ● ●

● ● ●

● ● ●

● ● ●

● ●

● ● ●

● ● ● ●

● ● ● ●

● ●
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Original 
Paschen 
Bibliothek

Smooth lacquer/
Pigmented lacquer

Super
Quantum
Bibliothek

Bibliothek
No5

Alpina weiß

Arctic

Lichtgrau

Aluminium

Hellgrau 

Platinanthrazit

Graphit

Champagner

Pergament

Heller Sand

Vanille

Praya

Lichtgelb

Neapelgelb

Sonnengelb

Bauhausgelb

Orange

Rotorange

Orientrot

Englisch rot

Echt rot

Japanrot

Bauhausrot

Ägäis/Seegrün

Schilf

Pistazie 3

Pistazie 2/“C“

Pistazie 1

Moosgrün

Mint

Taubenblaugrau

Kobaltblau

Bauhausblau

Wood surfaces

Buche

Ahorn

Erle

Eiche hell

Eiche Flachs

Eiche Hanf

Eiche Havanna

Eiche wengefarbig

Eiche chinarot

Anigré kirschbaumfarbig

Kirschbaum natur

Ahorn nußbaumfarbig

Ahorn mahagonifarbig

Buche Brasil 

Esche schwarz

Ahorn rüsterfarbig

Ahorn eibefarbig

Ahorn birnbaumfarbig

Ahorn Rosenholz

Ahorn silbergrau




